
 
 
Our world  is  ' in a spin '  . . .  LITERALLY !!!   However , very  few people are aware of the urgency and enormity of the          
' biblical signs ' God is sending as a warning to this untoward generation.  Amongst the most dire warning signs in recent 
times is the increasingly extreme weather world-wide !!!   While many sceptics and non-believers simply point to ' climate 
change ' theories, the  REAL FACTS ( unseen by many ) show otherwise !!  To discover the truth ... Please  read  to  THE  END 
 
 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF  ‘ 2015 ’ . . .  AND  WHY ' SO MANY ' MASSIVE STORMS ?  ( WHIRLWINDS ) 

The past twelve months have seen an extraordinary number of cyclonic storms around the globe, whether Hurricanes , 
Typhoons or Cyclones.  There is a clear reason for this  . . .  and it's NOT ' Global Warming '.  On the contrary , these 
intensifying storms worldwide are in fact  ‘ A  GLOBAL  WARN-ING ’  of impending events  . . .  from God Himself !!!    
 

 

According to the Jewish calender  the year 5775  ( 25 Sept 2014 - to - 13 Sept 2015 )  is the ' YEAR OF THE WHIRLWIND '  
as defined by its last two digits ' 70 ' ( 'Ayin ' - " eye -or- to see " )  -and-  ' 5 ' ( ' Hei ' - " God's breath -or- creative power " ) 

 
The ‘ significance ’ of the year  2015  is therefore is to  ' behold '  or  ' see '  the prophetic operation of God's divine power  

from the ' breath of His mouth '  to  execute His judgments  in the form of  the  WHIRLWIND  and  the STORM. 
 

 

 
 

" WHIRLWINDS "  -  A BIBLICAL METAPHOR  . . .  FOR  A  ' GREATER EVENT '  COMING !!! 

So in 2015 , what ' apocalyptic event ' does this sudden rise in global ' whirlwinds ' foreshadow ?   In scripture, references to 
destructive natural events such as earthquakes , volcanic eruptions , great hail ,  storms  and  whirlwinds  are consistently 
used as symbols of ' divine judgment '.  However God's Word seems to be ' at pains ' to tell us that the  " WHIRLWIND " will 
have  particular importance  and  specificity of purpose  in the last days !!!  Consider carefully the following parallel verses …  
 

 

JEREMIAH 23 v 19-20   -  " Behold, a  ' WHIRLWIND  of  the  LORD ' is gone forth in fury,  

even a  grievous WHIRLWIND  :  it shall fall grievously upon the head of the wicked . . .  
 

The anger of the LORD shall not return, until he have executed,  

and till he have performed the thoughts of his heart : 

 in  the latter days  . . .  ye shall consider it  perfectly  " 
 

 

 

JEREMIAH 30 v 23-24   -  " Behold, the  ' WHIRLWIND  of  the  LORD '  goeth forth with fury , 

 a  continuing  WHIRLWIND :  it shall fall with pain upon the head of the wicked . . .   
 

The fierce anger of the LORD shall not return, until he have done it,  

and until he have performed the intents of his heart . . .   

in  the latter days  ye shall consider it " 



 
So the " WHIRLWIND "  is a metaphor for ' a judgment ' that is to take place in the ' LATTER ( or last ) DAYS '.  But as a 
metaphor , WHAT specific global event  does it foreshadow ??  This impending cataclysmic event ( repeatedly fore-told in 
God's Word over 2,500 years ago !!! )  will soon sweep across the globe and engulf many nations.  You may be shocked to 
know this prophetic event   HAS  ALREADY  BEGUN  !!!  . . .  and only a matter of  weeks ago  !!!    (  . . .  in  2015  ) 
 
  

 
 

THE “ WHIRLWIND  OF THE LORD ”  . . .  THE END-TIMES RISE OF THE RUSSIAN ' GOG ' 

In the many bible prophecies that unmistakably identify RUSSIA as the head of the great ' northern army ' of the last days 
just before Christ’s return , we find clear, specific and repeated references that liken the end-times ' King of the North '  and 
his confederate armies  to the devastatingly destructive power of  ' A WHIRLWIND '   . . .  

 

DANIEL 11 v 40-41  -  " And at the  ' time of the end '  shall the King of the South push at him :   

and the King of the North ( Russia ) shall come against him ' like a WHIRLWIND '  

with chariots and with horsemen, and with many ships ; 
  

and he shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass over.   

He shall enter also into the  glorious land ( Israel ) , and  ‘ many ’ countries  shall be overthrown " 

  

JEREMIAH 4 v 13  -  " Behold , he ( Russian ' Gog ' ) shall come up  as clouds   

and his chariots shall be  ‘ as a WHIRLWIND ’  :  his horses are swifter than  eagles " 
 

  

So this tempestuous , destroying storm in the form of a ' WHIRLWIND ' will overthrow ' many nations ' and ultimately 
invade Israel.  Even if we look to the apocalyptic events of  Ezekiel Ch.38  the prophet described the invading Russian 
confederacy in these exact terms  : 
  

EZEKIEL 38 v 8-9  -  " In  the latter years ,  thou ( Russian ' Gog ' ) shalt come into the land 

that is brought back from the sword , and is gathered out of many people 

against the mountains of Israel , which have been always waste  

but it is brought forth out of the nations, and they shall dwell safely all of them 
 

Thou ( Russian ' Gog ' ) shalt ascend and come ' like A STORM ',   

thou shalt be  ' like A CLOUD '  to cover the land,  

thou, and all thy bands, and many people with thee. " 
  
 

The link between Russia's end-times confederacy and the ' WHIRLWIND ' is further confirmed in two verses in the prophecy 
of Jeremiah.   Consider the stunning parallels that  ‘ reveal ’  the  true meaning  behind the  ‘ WHIRLWIND ’ , the second 
verse clearly  ‘ decoding ’ the metaphorical symbolism of the first verse  . . . 
  

JEREMIAH 25 v 32   -   " Behold ,  EVIL  shall go forth from nation to nation , and  

a  GREAT  ‘ WHIRLWIND '  . . .  shall be raised up from  the coasts of the earth " 
 

JEREMIAH 50 v 41   -   " Behold ,  A PEOPLE  shall come  from the north ( Russia ) . . .   

a  GREAT  ‘ NATION  '  and many kings  . . .  shall be raised up from  the coasts of the earth " 

 
 



THE  ‘ END-TIMES ‘  WHIRLWIND  . . .  HAS ALREADY BEGUN  !!!  

In 2015 , enormous global events have only in recent weeks signalled the ‘ unmistakable beginning ’ of this long 
prophesied  FINAL CHAPTER  of divine judgment.  As previously noted, 2015 has been a year of unprecedented  and 
‘ record-breaking ’ cyclonic storms world-wide.   Among the most notable aspects of the 2015 season included : 

 
1) An extra-ordinary “ hyper-active ”  Pacific Hurricane season with the Eastern Pacific having an unprecedented  total 

of  22  tropical cyclones  ,  while the Central Pacific had 15  tropical cyclones 
 

2) The ‘ most powerful ’ hurricane  EVER  RECORDED ( Hurricane Patricia - Category 5 - Winds to 200mph/320kph )  hit 
the small but  densely populated  nation of Mexico, yet miraculously and “mercifully” it caused no human fatalities !! 

3) Hurricane ‘ Joaquin ’  ( ‘ Joaquin ’ actually means “ raised of Yahweh “ ).  This epic Category 4 storm decimated the 
Bahamas and while Joaquin remained well off the U.S. coast , the storm inflicted severe flooding across South 
Carolina  - so catastrophic -  that it was defined as a  ‘ one-in-a-thousand year  ’ event.   Joaquin also caused the 
sinking of a cargo ship known as the El Faro , resulting in the deaths of the 33 crew members that were aboard. 

 
But perhaps the  ‘ most remarkable ‘  weather event in 2015 was  :    

4 )   A  ‘ Trio ’  of Category 4 Hurricanes 

In late August  not one . . not two . . but three  ‘ Category 4 ’ hurricanes were active in the central or eastern Pacific Ocean at 
the same time.   As can be seen on this satellite image of the Pacific  on the morning of  August 30, 2015  these three 
Category 4 hurricanes  [  Hurricanes  Kilo (left),  Ignacio (centre)  and  Jimena (right)  ]  were moving simultaneously across 
the Pacific Oean  in a ‘ never before seen ’ phenomena that meteorologists and scientists called the “ Hurricane Train ” 
 

This was the first time in  RECORDED HISTORY  that this has  EVER  happened !! 
 

 
 

So  WHY  was this  ‘ historically unprecedented phenomenon ’ of multiple ‘ WHIRLWINDS ’  significant  ?? 
 

It is now historical  fact  . . .  the VERY NEXT DAY  -  on  August 31, 2015  -  the ‘ first news reports ’ began surfacing of a 
sudden and unannounced Russian military intervention into Syria with the deployment of air-force fighter jets and attack 
helicopters.  In other words , at the  ‘exact time’  these historic ‘ WHIRLWINDS ’ were moving across the Pacific in unison, 
the dark and stealthy forces of Russia’s military were sweeping down into Syria !!  Despite initial denials from the Kremlin , 
within a matter of days and on a pretext of fighting the Islamic terror group ISIS , President Vladimir Putin confirmed Russia 
was indeed expanding its military presence in Syria  for the first time in many decades.   
 
In addition to the aerial deployment , Vladimir Putin just four days later also dispatched the  world’s largest submarine ,  
the ‘Dmitri Donsky’  to the Syrian coast.  This fearsome submarine  ( code-named “ TYPHOON ” by NATO . . . not just mere 
co-incidence ) is equipped with 20 Bulva intercontinental ballistic missiles, with a combined capability of carrying up to 200 
nuclear warheads.  The ‘ TYPHOON ’ class nuclear submarine departed from its North Sea base on September 4th escorted 
by two anti-submarine warships and headed for Syria in a terrifying display of military and nuclear force, a menacing signal 
to all nations , Russia would not be deterred  in its mission to bring Syria back under its Soviet-style ‘ iron ’ umbrella.  
 
All these ominous events occurring ( astonishingly ) in the ‘ final 2 weeks ’ of the Jewish “ Year of the Whirlwind ” -  herald 
the ‘ first stage ’ in the fulfilment of a series of ancient bible prophecies concerning the ‘ end-times ’ King of the North 
( Russia’s Vladimir Putin ) and his long-prophesied descent into the Middle East that must begin with the occupation of the 
land of Syria formerly ruled by the “ ancient ” King of the North  [ Antiochus Epiphanes IV - Seleucid Empire - 175BC - 164BC ) 



 

 
  

 

THE  “ WHIRLWIND OF THE LORD ”  ►►  STAGE 1  -  RUSSIAN ' STORM '  ENGULFS THE NATIONS 

DANIEL 11 v 40-41   -   " And at the  ' time  of  the  end '  shall the  King of the South  push at him :   

and the  King of the North  ( Russia )  shall come against him '  like  A  WHIRLWIND  '  

with chariots and with horsemen, and with many ships  . . .  and  MANY  countries  shall be overthrown 
 

It is evident from many passages of scripture that God's ultimate plan in the last days is to ‘ judge ’  the nations by using the  
" WHIRLWIND of THE LORD ”.   This judgment on mankind comes in two phases .  The first stage Yahweh will use the 
invading confederate forces  led by Russia's ' Gog ' ( Vladimir Putin )  to execute His righteous judgment by ' SPOILING ' 
many nations in the Middle East.  The events immediately preceding this judgment are  already  happening  now !!  . . .  and 
clearly foretold in  Jeremiah Chapter 51 :  
 

v 47-48   -   " Behold , the days come that ‘ I will do judgment ’ upon the  graven images  of  Babylon ( Iraq ) 

and her whole land shall be confounded, and all her slain shall fall in the midst of her  (  ALL  FULFILLED in 2015 !!!  ) 
 

 THEN  . . .  the heaven and the earth  and  all that is therein , shall sing for Babylon ( Iraq ) 

for  ' THE SPOILERS '  ( Russia + Iran )  shall come unto her ' from  the north ' , saith the LORD. " 
 

 

 v 52-53   -   " Behold, the days come, saith the LORD, that ‘ I will do judgment ' upon her graven images  

             and through all her land  the wounded shall groan  (  ALL  FULFILLED in 2015 !!!  ) 
 

Though  Babylon ( Iraq ) should mount up to heaven, and though she should fortify the height of her strength, 

' YET  FROM  ME '  shall  ' SPOILERS  ' ( Russia + Iran )  come unto her,  saith the LORD " 
  
We can see in the very same way that  God  himself  ( in 2014 - 2015 ) used the terror group ' ISIS '  to execute his judgment 
upon the ancient and idolatrous  ' graven images '  that stood untouched in Iraq for more than 3,000 years , likewise He will 
soon use the invading Russian-led confederate armies like a raging ‘ TEMPEST ’  to judge and thresh the ' hostile ' nations 
that surround His people Israel.   
 
These two passages from  Jeremiah  conclusively show the modern day nation of  Iraq  -  already in chaos and ravaged by 
the scourge of ISIS  -  will “  THEN . . . ” (v.48)  be amongst the first countries to be crushed by the invading  “ SPOILERS  ” 
namely  Russia  and  Iran.   More broadly   Jeremiah Ch’s  47 to 51  provide a chilling insight into the scale of destruction that 
will follow, as it lists the  “ many nations ”  that will be overthrown by this apocalyptic Russian ‘ Whirlwind ’ in the last days.   
 
Jeremiah Chapter 47  identifies the Phillistines ( or today ‘ Palestinians ‘ ) in both the areas of Gaza and those in ancient 
Tyre and Zidon ( today Lebanon ) who will be utterly “ spoiled ” by these marauding invaders.  While the next chapter 
Jeremiah 48  speaks of  Moab ( today Jordan ) being devoured by the fire and the flame of “ the spoiler “. Further on 
Chapter 49  actually lists the nations that will fall to the irresistible march of the latter-day Assyrian , including the ancient 
lands of the  Ammonites and Edom ( today , both in Jordan ), Damascus ( Syria ) . . and even the land of Kedar ( Saudi Arabia ) 
 
 
In a stunning parallel prophecy in  Isaiah Ch.21  the prophet describes a “ grievous vision ” of sinister events that will very 
soon befall the modern day nation of Saudi Arabia ( ‘ Desert of the Sea ‘ / Kedar ).  It is important to realise this chapter is 
written from the ‘ perspective of Israel ’ as it fearfully watches the terrifying vision of two rampaging armies that appear 
“ AS WHIRLWINDS ”  rolling across the landscape toward the Holy Land.  The prophet not only describes the approach of 
these armies as they prepare to “ go up ... and besiege ” the Saudi Kingdom but incredibly verse 9 also provides a verifiable 
“ time stamp ” precisely pin-pointing the ‘ nearness ’ of these events  to ‘ OUR ’ day  by the panicked report of the ‘ fall of 
Babylon ’ ( Iraq ) and the destruction of  “ all the graven images ” ( all of which happened  in 2014 - 2015 )     
 
 



ISAIAH 21 v1-2  -  The burden of the ‘ desert of the sea ’  ( Saudi Arabia )     . 

.  As  ‘ WHIRLWINDS ’ in the south pass through ; 

so  ‘ IT ’  cometh from the desert, from a terrible land. 

A ‘ grievous vision ’ is declared unto me;  

the ‘ treacherous dealer ’ ( Iran ) dealeth treacherously ,  

and the ‘ spoiler ’ ( Russia ) spoileth.  

Go up !! O Elam ( Iran ), Besiege !! O Media  ( Iran ) 

 

ISAIAH 21 v9  -  And, behold, here cometh a chariot of men, with a couple of horsemen. 

And he answered and said, Babylon ( Iraq )  is fallen , is fallen;  

and ‘ all the graven images ’ of her gods 

he hath broken unto the ground. 

 
We are told by the ancient prophet in the same chapter that “ within a year ” of the start of this Iranian onslaught the 
kingdom of Saudi Arabia ( Kedar )  --  despite all its ‘ glory ’ ( wealth ) and acquired military prowess  --  will fall to these 
“ WHIRLWINDS ”  that come  “ . . . from a terrible land ” (v.1)  namely  Iran ( ‘ Treacherous Dealer ’ )  with the support and 
backing of Russia ( ‘ Spoiler ’ ).  Yet , in the final verse of the chapter a careful distinction is made by the prophet, declaring 
that - rather than being totally vanquished or destroyed by the Iranian aggressors -  the mighty men of Kedar ( Saudi Arabia ) 
are only “ diminished ” that is  lessened  or  reduced as if in a partial defeat , leaving the Saudi kingdom defeated but still 
intact.  This is entirely consistent with the prevailing understanding from  Ezekiel 38  that  Saudi Arabia ( ‘ Sheba ’ ) at the 
time of the end  will be alongside the  Great Britain ( ‘ Tarshish ’ )  protesting the Russian ‘ Gog’s ‘  invasion of the Holy Land.    
 

ISAIAH 21 v16-17  -  For thus hath the Lord said unto me,  Within a year,  according to the years of an hireling 

and all the ‘ glory ’ of  Kedar ( Saudi Arabia ) shall fail 
 

And the ‘ residue ’ of the number of archers,  the ‘ mighty men ’ of the children of Kedar ,  shall be ‘ diminished ’ 

for the LORD God of Israel hath spoken it 
 

While we are therefore assured of the Saudi Kingdom being preserved , the same cannot be said for the hostile nations that 
surround Israel.   Psalm 83  vividly describes the latter-day encirclement of Israel by these its enemies  who are bent on the 
destruction of the Jewish people and state. 
  

PSALM 83 v 2-8  -  " For, lo, thine enemies make a tumult : and they that hate thee have lifted up the head.  

They have taken ' crafty counsel ' against  thy people ( Israel ) and consulted against thy hidden ones. 
   

They have said, Come, and let us cut them ( Israel ) off from being a nation ;  

that the name of Israel  may be  no more in remembrance.   

For they have consulted together with one consent : they are confederate against thee :   
 

The tabernacles of Edom, and the Ishmaelites ;  of Moab, and the Hagarenes ;  Gebal, and Ammon,  

and Amalek ;  the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre ;  Assur also is joined with them " 
 

The ‘ end-time ’ judgments pronounced upon these nations in many passages of scripture are severe and final , with some 
being utterly wiped from existence.  But once again in  Psalm 83  just a few verses further on ,  we note very carefully the 
specific nature and description of God's impending judgment to be brought down upon these Israel's inveterate enemies  : 
 

PSALM 83 v 14-15  -  " As  the fire  burneth a wood , and as  the flame  setteth the mountains on fire ; 

So  persecute  them with  ‘ THY TEMPEST ’. . .  and make them afraid with  THY STORM. " 
  

Russia will be that ' STORM '.    This rampaging ‘ WHIRLWIND  ‘ will very soon tear through these ungodly, anti-semitic 
nations in its own quest for strategic and global domination.  However Vladimir Putin with his Russian-led armies will go far 
beyond his mission and in doing so will bring a second wave of  ' divine judgment ’  both upon himself  and the horde of 
nations with him.   
 
 
 
 



THE  “ WHIRLWIND OF THE LORD ”  ►►   STAGE 2  -  GOD'S FURY UNLEASHED ON RUSSIA 

The prophet  Ezekiel  further describes the rise of the Russian ‘ Gog ’  just prior to the final battle of Armageddon . . . 
 

  EZEKIEL 38 v9  -  " Thou ( Russia / Gog ) shalt ascend and come ‘ LIKE A STORM ’  

Thou shalt be ‘ LIKE A CLOUD ’ to cover the land ,  

   thou, and all thy bands , and many people with thee  . . . 
 

Thus saith the Lord GOD ;  It shall also come to pass , that at the same time  

shall  things come into thy mind . . . and thou shalt think  an evil thought " 
 

Jeremiah  and  Hosea  as they penned troubling visions concerning God's judgments on the inhabitants of Jerusalem ,  also 
provided remarkably similar and consistent descriptions of the latter-day Russian-led invaders  which  in the same chapter 
Jeremiah further described as a  “ Destroyer of the Gentiles ( nations ) ”  that descends as an  “ . . .  evil from the north “  and 
that   “ . . .  come from a far country ”.  Consider the striking parallels between the words of these two prophets  . . . .  
 

JEREMIAH 4 v13 -  " Behold , he shall come up  AS CLOUDS and  his chariots shall be  AS A WHIRLWIND  

his horses are swifter than eagles " 
 

HOSEA 8 v1-7  -  He shall come as  an eagle  against the ‘ house of the LORD ’ ( Israel ) 

because they ( Israel ) have transgressed my covenant and trespassed against my law 

Israel shall cry unto me, My God, we know thee. 
 

Israel hath cast off the thing that is good :  THE ENEMY shall pursue him. 

For they have sown the wind, and they shall reap ‘ THE WHIRLWIND ’ ( Russia )  
 

As  Russia's ' Gog '  turns His confederate forces upon the Holy Land , it will be a fateful decision that invokes the righteous 
fury of the Holy One of Israel ,  as God responds to the merciless persecution of His people. 

  

EZEKIEL 38v18-19  -  " And it shall come to pass at  the same time  when ‘ Gog ’ shall come 

against the land of Israel , saith the Lord GOD , that  my fury shall come up in my face.   

For in  my jealousy  and  in the  ' fire of my wrath '  have I spoken . . . ." 
 

As the LORD of hosts intervenes to save His people , ONLY THEN  will the ‘ forces of nature ’ be unleashed upon the 
multitude of nations  ( that fight against Israel )  on a scale and severity  never before seen  in the history of mankind.  As 
foretold , the Lord Jesus Christ with ‘ his angels ’ will execute the righteous judgments of God upon the nations , the 
prophets of old detail these devastating ‘ elements of nature ’ that will strike unbridled fear and destruction into the 
kingdoms of men  . . . 

 

HABAKKUK 3 v12-14  -  Thou ( Lord Jesus Christ ) didst march through the land  in indignation    

Thou didst  thresh the heathen ( nations ) in anger 

Thou  wentest forth for the  salvation of thy people 

Thou didst strike through with his staves the head of his villages 

they ( Russian-led nations )  came out  ‘ AS A WHIRLWIND ’  to scatter me 
 

EZEKIEL 38v22  -  " And  I will  plead against him ( Gog / Russia ) with  pestilence  and with  blood  

and  I  will  RAIN  upon him  and upon his bands and upon the many people that are with him  

an  overflowing  RAIN  and  GREAT HAILSTONES ,  FIRE  and  BRIMSTONE 

  

ISAIAH 29v6  -  " Thou shalt be  visited of the LORD  of hosts  WITH THUNDER  and with earthquake  
and great noise , WITH  STORM  and  TEMPEST , and the  flame of devouring fire . . .  

 

and the multitude of all the nations that  fight against  Ariel  ( Jerusalem ) 

even all that fight against her,  and that distress her , shall be as a dream of a night vision  

. . .  so shall the multitude of all the nations be ,  that fight against mount Zion ( Jerusalem ) " 
 

ZECHARIAH 9v14  -  The LORD shall be  seen over them ( Israel ) and his arrow shall go forth as the lightning 

and the Lord GOD shall blow the trumpet  and shall go with ‘ WHIRLWINDS ’ of the south 



As the world plummets into chaos and turmoil as the nations are ‘ threshed ‘ by the “ WHIRLWINDS of THE LORD ” where 
do the ‘ righteous ‘  ( the faithful believers in Christ ) stand , amid this outpouring of God’s judgements upon mankind ?  
Once again , in the full context of the ‘ WHIRLWINDS ’, God’s Word the Bible provides both clear answers and assurances 
that those who walk uprightly and fear the LORD will be preserved and their hopes and dreams ( in the LORD ) will be 
realised  . . . 

PROVERBS 10 v24-25  -  The fear of the wicked ,  it shall come upon him: 

but the ‘ desire ’ of  the righteous  shall be granted. 

As  ‘ THE WHIRLWIND ’  passeth ,  so is the wicked no more  

But  the righteous  is an everlasting foundation. 
 

PSALM 58 v9-11  -  He shall take them away as with a ‘ WHIRLWIND ’, both living , and in his wrath. 

The righteous shall rejoice when  he seeth  the vengeance 

So that a man shall say , Verily there is a reward for the righteous  

verily He is a God that  judgeth in the earth 
 

For  ‘ the faithful ‘  who continue to persevere and endure amid the tribulations of these last turbulent days of the Gentiles 
there is both encouragement & reassurance in the knowledge that YAHWEH is in full control of these  global events ,  slowly 
but deliberately bringing to pass His purpose with the nations and all mankind.  We are reminded of His almighty power and 
direction and operation of the weather in the clear and unambiguous words of yet another old testament prophet Nahum : 

 

NAHUM 1 v3  -  The LORD is  slow to anger  and  great in power,  and will not at all acquit the wicked: 

   The LORD  hath His way  in  ‘ THE WHIRLWIND ’  and in ‘ THE STORM ’ 

and  THE CLOUDS  are the dust of his feet. 
 

Finally , in a chapter ‘ entirely devoted ’  to explaining God’s ‘ use and control ’ of  weather events to  ‘ fulfill  His purposes ’ 
( so often beyond the understanding and comprehension of men ) ,  His servant  Job  provides a powerful insight into the 
true enormity and divine origin of this work.  It is for the benefit of those who are ‘ diligently watching ’  having a sure hope 
and an expectation of greater events to come . . . catastrophic global events  that  WILL  most assuredly  COME VERY SOON !! 

 

JOB 37 v3-5  -  He directeth ‘ it ’ ( weather ) under the whole heaven, and his lightning unto the ends of the earth 

After  it  a voice roareth :  he thundereth with the voice of his excellency . .  

God thundereth marvellously with his voice ; 

GREAT  THINGS  DOETH  HE ,  WHICH  WE  ‘ CANNOT ’  COMPREHEND. 
 
We therefore see the culmination of prophetic events foretold in Bible Prophecy over 2,500 years ago , now being fulfilled   
-  both literally and metaphorically  -  through the ‘ WHIRLWINDS  of  THE LORD ’   in the  ‘ LATTER DAYS ’  . . .  precisely as 
promised by God through the ancient prophet Jeremiah  : 
  

JEREMIAH 23 v 19-20  - " Behold, a  ' WHIRLWIND  of  THE  LORD '  is gone forth in fury,  

even a  grievous WHIRLWIND  :  it shall fall grievously upon the head of the wicked . . . 
  

The anger of the LORD shall not return , until he have executed 

and till he have performed the thoughts of his heart :  

in  THE LATTER DAYS  . . .  ye shall consider it  PERFECTLY " 
 

‘ THE YEAR OF THE WHIRLWIND ( 2015 ) ’ :  SEVEN YEARS LATER  . . .   .     WHY IT MATTERS  IN  2022  !!!    . 

With the shock announcement in 2019 by President Donald Trump of the complete withdrawal of all U.S ground forces 
from Syria ( despite the protests of his own military advisers and commanders ) it presented an unexpected and tantalising 
opportunity for Russia’s Vladimir Putin.  As the world’s sole and unrivalled ‘ super-power ’ for nearly a century , America’s 
military presence in recent times in both Syria and the wider Middle East has served as a continuing bulwark against the 
hegemonic ambitions of a resurgent Russia and the radical mullahs in Iran.  The departure of virtually all US troops from 
Syria ( and more recently from Afghanistan under the Biden Administration ) has created a power vacuum so irresistible to 
Russia and its ‘ Islamic acolytes ’ they will in their joint quest for global power and dominion - unwittingly set in motion the 
‘ final end-times fulfilment ’ of these prophecies forewarning of the coming and catastrophic   “ WHIRLWINDS  of  THE LORD ”.    
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